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ABSTRACT
While online advertising is one of the major sources of income for
search engines, pumping up the incomes from business advertise-
ments while ensuring the user experience becomes a challenging
but emerging area. Designing high-quality advertisements with
persuasive content has been proved as a way to increase revenues
through improving the Click-Through Rate (CTR). However, it is
difficult to scale up the design of high-quality ads, due to the lack of
automation in creativity. In this paper, we present Commonsense-
Enriched Advertisement on Search Engine (CHASE) — a system for
the automatic generation of persuasive ads. CHASE adopts a specially
designed language model that fuses the keywords, commonsense-
related texts, and marketing contents to generate persuasive adver-
tisements. Specifically, the language model has been pre-trained
using massive contents of explicit knowledge and fine-tuned with
well-constructed quasi-parallel corpora with effective control of the
proportion of commonsense in the generated ads and fitness to the
ads’ keywords. The effectiveness of the proposed method CHASE
has been verified by real-world web traffics for search and manual
evaluation. In A/B tests, the advertisements generated by CHASE
would bring 11.13% CTR improvement. The proposed model has
been deployed to cover three advertisement domains (which are
kid education, psychological counseling, and beauty e-commerce)
at Baidu, the world’s largest Chinese search engine, with adding
revenue of about 1 million RMB (Chinese Yuan) per day.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Sponsored search advertising; In-
formation extraction; Computational advertising.
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1 INTRODUCTION
For the last decades, online advertising has been proved as one of
the most successful business models and the major income source
of internet industries [27]. The global online advertising market
has grown four times in the last decade, especially in search ads1.
The internet giants, such as Google, Amazon, and Facebook, earn
hundreds of billions of USDs in their U.S. advertising revenue ev-
ery year2. As the world’s largest Chinese Search Engine, Baidu
also keeps a record of tens of billions of RMB (Chinese Yuan) rev-
enue quarterly in the Chinese online advertising market3. Given
its fast-growing nature, the online advertising market has become
a competitive field, where internet companies compete with each
other to promote products, services, and ideas from advertisers to
a large population of potential online customers through advertise-
ment distribution [12].

From advertisers’ perspectives, the major concern of distributing
ads online is the effectiveness of advertising [18] against monetary
costs for ad display [31]. One way to represent the effectiveness
of advertising is to use Click-Through Rates (CTRs), while online
advertising distributors all try to maximize the opportunities for ad
displays (i.e., displaying ads in banners, or interrupting the video
with clips for ads) and improve the CTRs through personalized
recommendation with respect to browsing records of users [16, 36].

In addition to display and distribution, generating persuasive
ads subject to users’ needs is yet another solution for algorithms
to boost the business performance of online advertising for major
internet players [8, 29, 34, 39]. Existing approaches mainly focus
on generating customized/contextual ads [34] to make content fit
the user interfaces and contexts of web pages, or automatically
designing relevant/personalized contents [8, 29, 39] that fit users’
interests and intentions. While these efforts successfully adapt the
contents of ads to users, they sometimes are not persuasive enough
to encourage users to click through the ad or purchase the goods.
Long-term studies in advertising find that incorporating knowledge,
namely persuasion knowledge [15], in content of advertisement

1https://www.statista.com/statistics/276671/global-internet-advertising-expenditure-
by-type/
2https://www.cnbc.com/2020/06/22/google-ad-revenue-will-drop-this-year-
emarketer-says.html
3https://ir.baidu.com/index.php/news-releases/news-release-details/baidu-
announces-third-quarter-2020-results
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may be more attractive and persuasive to the users from cognitive
perspectives [7, 23, 28].

Hence, our work intends to study the problem of persuasive ad
generations using open common-knowledge sources. Specifically,
given (a) marketing materials, including short description to the
goods, slogans, and business information provided by advertisers,
and (b) high-frequency contents in explicit knowledge bases, in-
cluding free encyclopedia and discussion threads. The goal of our
work is to automatically generate contents of ads that enrich ad-
vertisers’ marketing materials using the explicit knowledge subject
to the ads’ keywords (also named bidwords) and title.

Figure 1: An illustration for the workflow of CHASE.

To this end, we present CHASE— the Commonsense-enricHed
Advertising on Search Engine at Baidu that incorporates the per-
suasion knowledge extracted from the explicit knowledge bases
for automatic ad generation. We illustrate a workflow of CHASE in
Figure 1. The main function of CHASE is shown in step 2 of Figure
1. After user inputting a query (step 1 in Figure 1), CHASE will gen-
erate a persuasive advertisement description conditioned on the
bidwords, advertisement title and external commonsense knowl-
edge. After step 2, the generated ad description will be displayed
on the website online (as shown in step 3 in in Figure 1).

We address the above discussed technical issues in the design of
CHASE and make three unique contributions as follows. (1) In this
work, we study the problem of knowledge-enriched ad generation
for search engines. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the
first to study the automatic generation of online ad with respect to
advertiser-provided marketing materials, and explicit knowledge
sources with persuasive information. (2) We design and implement
CHASE with advanced novel language models for multiple source
fusions. Specifically, we propose a novel method to construct a large
scale of quasi-parallel corpora. A novel knowledge-guided genera-
tion and commonsense adapter mechanism are also investigated
to generate human-readable and persuasive language presentation
for advertising purposes. (3) We deploy CHASE for realistic ad gen-
eration and distribute the generated ads in three advertisement
domains (which are kid education, psychological counseling, and
beauty e-commerce) to the public through Baidu search. The A/B
tests, in comparison with the state-of-the-art models, show that
CHASE can improve the CTR by 11.13% as increasing the revenue of
about 1 million RMB (Chinese Yuan) per day. The ablation studies
further confirmed the effectiveness of all components of CHASE.

2 RELATEDWORKS
In this section, we first review the backgrounds and related works,
then discuss the most relevant works to our study.

2.1 Data-driven advertising
Data-driven techniques have been widely used for improving the
quality of online advertising [14, 20, 30, 33, 35, 37, 43, 48]. In addi-
tion to matching well-drafted ads and the search queries, works
have been done to generate the ads from keywords of search queries
and marketing materials [1, 3, 8, 20, 29, 43, 44]. Keyword generation
has also been widely adopted for ad matching [1, 49], information
retrieval [4, 50], question answering [9, 45], and so on. The gener-
ation of complete ads has been proposed since the rise of natural
language processing (NLP) techniques [3]. More recently, gener-
ating the long sequence of texts for advertising on search engines
becomes possible with deep reinforcement learning algorithms [20],
while template-driven techniques [43] still play a critical role for
generating relevant contents subject to the search. Furthermore,
some patent technologies [8, 29, 44] have been recently proposed
to generate rich contents for advertising through incorporating
various devices, mediums, and data sources. The effectiveness of
online advertising techniques could be evaluated by CTRs under
A/B tests [18]. Surveys on data-driven techniques for search, rec-
ommendation, and online advertising could be found in [36, 48].

2.2 Language models for text generation
In terms of methodologies, our work is also relevant to the efforts
of text generation and deep generative language models. While
general purpose language models [11, 41] have been proposed to
perform various NLP tasks, as was discussed, certain fusion [25, 47],
control [19, 26, 46] and adaptation [10, 42] techniques are required
to improve the generation of ads.

Given the context of language and sources of knowledge, Zhao
et al. [47] propose to use a generative language model to fuse the
knowledge with contexts for language generation. Specifically, the
model first embeds the language context and retrieved contents
of knowledge into vectors, then encodes them into latent spaces
using language and knowledge encoders respectively. Further, the
proposed algorithmmodels the joint probability of a word using the
context processor, document reader, and language model. The algo-
rithm generates the knowledge-enriched texts through sequencing
the words of maximal joint likelihoods. In addition to using contents
retrieved, Koncel-Kedziorski et al. [25] adopt knowledge graphs
for structured language generation, where the knowledge graph
provides both structural control of the language and the knowledge
as enrichment in the generated texts. Compared to [25, 47] that
proposed to extract knowledge from either retrieved contents or
knowledge graphs for fusion and generation, CHASE uses both re-
trieved contents and knowledge graphs for generation and control.

In order to control the structure and elements of generated texts,
various control mechanisms have been proposed [19, 20, 25, 26, 46,
52]. Specifically, these works could be categorized as two types:
(1) structural control and (2) latent variables/attributes manipula-
tion. For structural control, the algorithms consider the generated
texts as a sequence of vocabularies and the goal of control is to be



with certain structures, such as graphs [25] or steps of control pro-
cesses [19, 20]. For latent variables/attributes manipulation, these
algorithms usually first map the generated texts in a latent space
of semantics and syntax, then they control the generated texts
through manipulating the variables [26, 46]. Both ways of language
generation control rely on prior knowledge on the either structures
or contents for better generation.

To fit the context of language (e.g., e-commerce, search by queries)
for the text presentation, there frequently needs to adapt the text
generation with respect to the contexts of language. Chen et al. [10]
investigate ways to generate description of goods for e-commerce
contexts, where the knowledge on the products and character-
istics of customers has been used to personalize the generated
contents according to the products and the interests of customers.
Further, Wang et al. [42] propose to adapt the long texts subject
to the short query in a sequence-to-sequence generation setting,
where they incorporate the attentions of texts and queries for im-
proved generation.

In terms of research problems, a relevant work to our study
is Aiad [43], both of us intend to generate ads subject to queries
and marketing materials for Baidu Search Engine. However, the
main purpose of [43] is to generate an optimal combination of
advertisement components (including buttons, images, titles) by a
template-driven method which does not involve text generation
and control.

In summary, CHASE made significant contributions compared to
above works. Our later experiments based on real internet traffics
with A/B tests and the extensive third-party manual evaluation
would further confirm the advantages of CHASE for commonsense-
enriched advertising on search engine.

3 CHASE: OVERALL SYSTEM DESIGN &
IMPLEMENTATIONS

In this section, we provide an overall system design of CHASE. We
first introduce the preliminaries overall this paper. Then we give an
introduction about the offline advertisement generation (inference)
process of CHASE. Finally, we briefly discuss the online ad matching
process of Baidu.

3.1 Preliminaries
At first we introduce the basic setting and notations using through-
out the paper. The application setting is a standard sponsored search.
In this paper, we focus on the persuasive advertisement descrip-
tion generation problem, one of the most important inventions in
Baidu’s search advertisement system (well-known as the “Phoenix
Nest” inside Baidu).

To set up an advertisement, advertisers first select 𝑘 bidwords
𝑏𝑖 = {b𝑖,0, b𝑖,1, ..., b𝑖,𝑘 } related to their business. Then the advertiser
also provides a multi-word title 𝑡𝑖 and a multi-word description
body 𝑑𝑖 . Thus, each ad item 𝑎𝑑𝑖 is just a triple 𝑎𝑑𝑖 =< 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖 >.
Given a query𝑞 on a search engine, the search advertisement system
first matches bidwords, and then retrieve the pre-designed adver-
tisement. In real-life applications, the advertisement description
body 𝑑𝑖 usually is written by advertisers or automatically generated
based on templates defined by advertisers or the sponsored search
system [3].

The primary goal of CHASE is to generate persuasive ad descrip-
tion body 𝑑 , which has a strong relation with the CTR which is the
number of times an ad clicked divided by the number of times an
ad displayed. CTR can be considered as a measure of “attractive-
ness” or “persuasiveness” of the ad body. CTR is directly related to
profitability for search engines [13].

The key idea of CHASE is to bring more knowledge into the ad-
vertisement description body 𝑑 to improve the CTR on the search
engine. The effectiveness of this method can be explained from two
perspectives. The first one is about the user search behavior. When
a user begins to initiate a query on the search engine, she/he usually
first wants to know some commonsense or background knowledge
about the query, before trying to find a service or a product to
solve their demand. Take a query about kid education as an exam-
ple, given a user query of “How to do if children cannot focus in
classroom”, if the ad text provides some introductory content about
the reason for child distractions, the user will have stronger intent
to click the advertisement to seek for professional consulting and
other services about kid education. The second one is because of
the low quality of the ad description body. Actually, facing massive
user intents in daily life, a majority of advertisers, especially the
small and medium-sized clients, cannot afford to produce enough
high-quality advertising materials. So that, the advertisers tend to
use common marketing sentences and monotonous slogans, like
“many free courses for you”. However, users usually revolt against
such straightforward marketing sentences, resulting in a poor read-
ing experience and a low CTR. Our experimental evaluation also
demonstrates that the commonsense-enriched advertisement with
explicit knowledge can be more friendly and persuasive for users,
leading to notable CTR improvement of the advertisement.

3.2 Offline persuasive ad generation
In this section, we introduce the advertisement generation process
of CHASE after the model optimization. The training process is
expounded in Section 4. As shown in Figure 2, given the title 𝑡𝑖 and
corresponding bidword set 𝑏𝑖 of an ad, the goal is to generate an
elaborately refined target description body for such advertisement.
The knowledge (entities) about the product/service extracted from
the original ad description and the focus points (extracted from
the bidwords) are also input into the CHASE model as auxiliary
inputs. Moreover, we further design a novel commonsense adapter
mechanism that can control the relative ratio of commonsense
knowledge and marketing content in the generated ad description
with effective fusion.

In CHASE, we can model the advertisement description body
generation as a context-aware commonsense-enriched dialogue
response generation process. Given an advertisement item 𝑎𝑑𝑖 =<

𝑏𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖 >, the title 𝑡𝑖 is considered as the first round of dialogue
response to this query indicated by bidword set 𝑏𝑖 . Then, the ad-
vertisement description body is considered as the second round of
response where the bidword and the upper ad title can be consid-
ered as the context for the response in this round. Overall, CHASE
takes 𝑎𝑑𝑖 =< 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖 > as context, and generates commonsense-
enriched advertisement description body in the second round of
response. Meanwhile, the commonsense adapter acts as a content
controlling mechanism for the response generation, which makes



Figure 2: Illustration of the overall CHASE framework.

the advertisement description body not only contain the market-
ing information about the service/product, but also provide some
commonsense knowledge about the service/product.

All the advertisement items are generated offline. CHASE pro-
cesses billions of advertisements to refine their description body,
and store them offline. The display of the advertisement is done by
the online ad matching, which is introduced in the next section.

3.3 Online ad matching
Online ad matching mainly includes two steps on conventional
sponsored search engines which are 1) advertisement retrieval and
2) advertisement ranking [13, 14, 21]. The advertisement retrieval
step is to retrieve relevant ad candidates given a user query 𝑞. In
this step, in order to retrieve all semantically relevant ad materials,
many natural language processing (NLP) and query expansion tech-
nologies are employed [1, 2, 5, 51]. In ad ranking step, all candidates
from the retrieval step are ranked according to several estimated
business factors by machine learning models [14, 17] such as CTR
and CVR (conversion rate). The top-ranked ads (usually 1-3 adver-
tisements) are finally displayed on the search engine. A detailed
description about the online ad matching on Baidu’s Search Adver-
tisement system (a.k.a “Phoenix Nest”) can be seen in [14].

4 MODEL DESIGN
In this section, we first introduce how to construct the corpora for
training CHASE. Then we briefly discuss how to pre-train CHASE
with the masked sequence to sequence method. Finally, we give
an in-depth discussion about the knowledge-guided generation as
well as the commonsense adapter.

4.1 Constructing quasi-parallel corpora
A major challenge of CHASE is the lack of high quality parallel
corpora. It is possible to manually rewrite a large scale of advertise-
ment description body, and then to train an end-to-end encoder-
decoder model to translate the original advertisement description
body (which usually only contains marketing information) into
a commonsense-enriched description (which contains some basic
knowledge). However, such a method is not practical and almost im-
possible in real-life applications since the domain of advertisement
is too complex, and the labor cost to annotate such parallel corpora
is too high to be acceptable. Here we propose a novel strategy to au-
tomatically construct the quasi-parallel corpora with very low cost.
In current implementation, the corpora are built on three advertise-
ment domains which are kid education, psychological counseling
and beauty e-commerce.

The general idea of the quasi-parallel corpora is that we con-
struct a corpus which is a mixture of commonsense description
corpora 𝐶𝑐 and marketing description corpora 𝐶𝑚 (from advertise-
ment description). Then we use a knowledge-based filter method
to reduce the data distribution difference between 𝐶𝑐 and 𝐶𝑚 . For
an advertisement item 𝑎𝑑𝑖 =< 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖 >, except its original linking
to 𝐶𝑚 , we also link some bidwords 𝑏𝑖 to commonsense description
𝐶𝑐 . Then we use bidword set 𝑏𝑖 and title 𝑡𝑖 as input, and alterna-
tively use the 𝐶𝑐 and 𝐶𝑚 as output. In this way, the commonsense
description corpora 𝐶𝑐 and marketing text corpora 𝐶𝑚 are indi-
rectly linked by bidwords and titles. That is why we call our data
as quasi-parallel corpora.

When to train CHASE with the quasi-parallel corpora, the model
is partially optimized to generate the commonsense description
and is partially optimized to generate the marketing description.
Therefore, CHASE can be forced to learn to generate description



with both commonsense description and marketing description.
Moreover, we also introduce a commonsense adapter to control
the ratio of the commonsense description overall advertisement
description body, which is introduced in Section 4.4.

4.1.1 Corpora collection and advertisement synthesis. The common-
sense description corpora are obtained from the following websites.
Note that we only obtain the corpora related with three advertise-
ment domains (i.e. kid education, psychological counseling and
beauty e-commerce) in current implementation. Hereafter, we use
𝐶𝑐 to conveniently refer to such commonsense description corpora.
We will expand to cover as many domains as possible in future.

• Baidu Baike4 is the world’s largest online Chinese ency-
clopedia (just like Wikipedia in English). We use part of
the Baidu Baike data to construct the commonsense descrip-
tion corpora 𝐶𝑐 which is also a set of triples in the form
< 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖 >. Here the description of each encyclopedia en-
tity is treated as𝑑𝑖 . The problem is how to construct 1) 𝑏𝑖 and
2) 𝑡𝑖 . For 𝑏𝑖 , the name of the encyclopedia entity is included
in the bidword set 𝑏𝑖 directly. Moreover, we check the search
behavior log on the Baidu search engine. The most frequent
query about this encyclopedia entity in recent one month
is also included in the bidword set 𝑏𝑖 after word segment.
For 𝑡𝑖 , we use the co-click method to determine the title 𝑡𝑖 .
Before or after a user clicking the encyclopedia entity, the
user may also click other webpages in a short time interval.
We use the title of the most frequent co-click webpage as
the title 𝑡𝑖 . Only the encyclopedia entities in the domain of
interest of Phoenix Nest system and having at least one click
in recent one month are included in this corpora. In this way,
we can construct millions of pseudo-advertisement triples.

• Baidu Zhidao 5 is the largest Chinese community-based
question answering (CQA) site in the world. We also use
Zhidao data to construct pseudo-advertisement triples <

𝑏𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖 > of 𝐶𝑐 . Here the question and answer of each QA
item in Zhidao are treated as title 𝑡𝑖 and description 𝑑𝑖 re-
spectively. We also use the search behavior log on the Baidu
search engine to help to form the pseudo-advertisement
triples. We use the most frequent query leading to click this
QA item of Zhidao as the bidword set 𝑏𝑖 (after word segment)
in the recent one month. In this way we constructed millions
of pseudo-advertisement triples from Zhidao data.

• ArticleWe also crawled high quality articles from the web6,
and used this data to construct the pseudo-advertisement
triples < 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖 >. Similar to the Zhidao data, we treat the
article title as title 𝑡𝑖 , the article content as description 𝑑𝑖 ,
and the most frequent query leading to click this article as
the bidword set 𝑏𝑖 (after word segment) in recent one month.

There are also a large scale of advertisements, which are provided
by advertisers, in the Phoenix Nest system. The description body of
this data mainly contains the marketing information. We use𝐶𝑚 to
denote such advertisement data. We also use 𝐶 = 𝐶𝑐 ∪𝐶𝑚 (𝑎𝑑𝑖 =<
𝑏𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖 >∈ 𝐶) to denote the whole corpora.

4https://baike.baidu.com/
5https://zhidao.baidu.com/
6For example, the article like https://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1589801386751923407

4.1.2 Knowledge-based selection. The data distribution between
𝐶𝑐 and𝐶𝑚 is much different which hinders the model optimization
using this data. To this end, we propose a knowledge-based selection
method to relieve the distribution difference between 𝐶𝑐 and 𝐶𝑚 .

At first, we build a commonsense knowledge vocabulary 𝑉 𝑐
which is a set of words constructed from commonsense corpora
𝐶𝑐 . For every sentence in the commonsense corpora 𝑠𝑐

𝑗
∈ 𝐶𝑐 , we

first segment the sentence 𝑠𝑐
𝑗
with a word ranking toolkit.7 All the

words with importance < 2 are discarded.8 After that, we count
the occurrence of each leaf word and remove 1) the top-10% most
frequent words and 2) the words with occurrence less than three.
The reason to remove the most frequent words is that they do not
represent the unique knowledge of commonsense knowledge since
almost every document mentioned such words; and the reason to
remove the low frequent word is to remove the noise word to avoid
bringing errors.

For every advertisement triple 𝑎𝑑𝑖 =< 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖 >, we define
a commonsense ratio function _(·) which can calculate the com-
monsense ratio which is the overlap between 𝑑𝑖 and 𝑉 𝑐 divided
by the length of 𝑑𝑖 , i.e. _(𝑑𝑖 ) = |𝑑𝑖∩𝑉 𝑐 |

|𝑑𝑖 | . For both 𝐶𝑐 and 𝐶𝑚 , we
only keep item 𝑎𝑑𝑖 if it does not have too few or too much com-
monsense knowledge words, in other words, only the item with
_𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 ≤ _(𝑑𝑖 ) ≤ _𝑢𝑝 will be kept in the corpora.

The reason to remove the advertisement triples 𝑎𝑑𝑖 of both 𝐶𝑐
and𝐶𝑚 with too large and too small commonsense ratio _(𝑑𝑖 ) is to
make the data distribution of𝐶𝑐 and𝐶𝑚 be similar. In other words,
removing advertisement triples with _(𝑑𝑖 ) < _𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 is because such
items contain too few commonsense knowledge which cannot help
the model to learn commonsense knowledge; and removing the
items with _(𝑑𝑖 ) > _𝑢𝑝 is because such triples cannot help the
model to learn generate marketing related description.

4.2 Pre-trained language model
Before training the text generation model, we first use the quasi-
parallel corpora to pre-train a language model to facilitate the
downstream generation task. We adopt a masked sequence to se-
quence pre-training (MASS) for encoder-decoder based language
generation [40]. Given an source sentence 𝑠 ∈ 𝐶 , we denote 𝑠

𝑖:𝑗
as a sentence whose fragment from 𝑖 to 𝑗 of source sentence 𝑠 is
masked (the number of tokens being masked of 𝑠 is 𝑗 − 𝑖 + 1). The
optimization process of MASS is to pre-train a sequence to sequence
auto-regressive encoder-decoder model by predicting the sentence
fragment 𝑠𝑖:𝑗 taking the masked sequence 𝑠

𝑖:𝑗 as input. Formally,
the log likelihood function can be expressed as:

𝐿(\𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 ;𝐶) =
∑
𝑠∈𝐶

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 (𝑠𝑖:𝑗 |𝑠𝑖:𝑗 , \𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 ) (1)

=
∑
𝑠∈𝐶

𝑙𝑜𝑔

𝑗∏
𝑘=𝑖

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 (𝑠𝑘,{𝑢:𝑣 } |𝑠<𝑘,{𝑖:𝑗 }, 𝑠𝑖:𝑗 , \𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 ) (2)

7We use the lexical analysis tool for Chinese LAC(https://github.com/baidu/lac) [22],
and other lexical analysis tools are also possible.
8LAC divide the words into four levels (0-3), and the word with importance <2 are
stop words and redundancy words



Here 𝑃 is the auto-regressive encoder-decoder framework with a
stack of transformer blocks shown in Figure 2. An illustration of
the pre-training process is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Illustration of masked sequence to sequence
(MASS) pre-training.

4.3 Knowledge-guided generation
In this step, we introduce the knowledge-guidedmethod to generate
the advertisement description body. The key step is to extract the
knowledge entities and focus points from the advertisement triples.
Given an advertisement triple < 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖 >, the objective of CHASE
is to generate a better description 𝑑 ′

𝑖
that has both commonsense

knowledge and marketing information.
As shown in Figure 2, we use a encoder-decoder framework to

learn to refine the advertisement description body 𝑑𝑖 . A straight-
forward method is to use the title and bidwords as the input of
the encoder, and try to train the decoder to generate the descrip-
tion. However, there are two challenges for such a method. At first,
the title and keywords have only limited information about the
advertisement. The main topic of the description may be lost after
the decoder. Second, for different intents of the advertisement, the
description body is also quite diverse. For example, for the queries
“howmuch is a kid educational class” and “what is a kid educational
class”, the description of the advertisement should be different.
Therefore, instead of using the title and bidwords as the input of
the encoder, we bring two auxiliary information for the encoders
which are 1) entities from the advertisement description body and
2) the focus points from bidwords.

The entities are extracted from the advertisement description
body after linking with a knowledge graph (KG) G. We assume
each description 𝑑𝑖 contains 𝑛𝑖 tokens that 𝑑𝑖 = {𝑥𝑖,1, 𝑥𝑖,2, ..., 𝑥𝑖,𝑛𝑖 }.
The entity linking task is to map each token into an entity from
the KG G = {𝑒0, 𝑒1, ..., 𝑒 |G |}. Formally, the entity linking task can
be formulated as:

𝐺 (𝑑𝑖 ,G)
𝑚𝑎𝑝
−→ {𝑒 𝑗 } 𝑗 ∈{1, · · · , |G | } . (3)

In CHASE, we use an enterprise entity linking API9 to conduct the
entity linking task.

We divide the advertisement triples into different classes ac-
cording to their bidwords, which is called as “focus point”. The
major focus points are shown in Table 1. In our model, we use
a set of pre-defined regular expression rules by considering the
prefix or suffix of the bidwords to classify the focus points. The
reason to use the rule-based method instead of building a classi-
fication model because:1) most of the bidwords can be matched
by the regular expression rules to be classified, and 2) the rule-
based method have high accuracy to avoid introduce error for
9http://kg.baidu.com/operatordetail/entityannotation

the downstream generation task. Formally, given an intent set
I = {𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒, 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛, 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝐸𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛}, we de-
fine a map function 𝐼 (·) that can map the bidwords into one or
several focus points:

𝐼 (𝑏𝑖 )
𝑚𝑎𝑝
−→ {𝐼 𝑗 } 𝑗 ∈{1, · · · , |I | } . (4)

After defining the function 𝐺 (·) and 𝐼 (·), the objective function
to optimize the encoder-decoder framework 𝑃𝑤 (·) can be formu-
lated as:

𝐿(\𝑤 ;𝐶) =
1
|𝐶 |

∑
𝑎𝑑𝑖 ∈𝐶

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑃𝑤 (𝑑𝑖 |𝑎𝑑𝑖 , \𝑤) (5)

=
1
|𝐶 |

∑
<𝑏𝑖 ,𝑡𝑖 ,𝑑𝑖>∈𝐶

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑃𝑤 (𝑑𝑖 |𝑏𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 ,𝐺 (𝑑𝑖 ,G), 𝐼 (𝑏𝑖 ), \𝑤)

(6)
Note that 𝑃𝑤 (·) and 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 (·) are the same model, and the optimiza-
tion of 𝑃𝑤 (·) is a fine-tuning of 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 (·).

4.4 Commonsense adapter
CHASE is designed to generate advertisement descriptions that con-
tain both commonsense information and marketing information.
For this purpose, as shown in Figure 2, CHASE has a control mecha-
nism, named as the commonsense adapter, to control the percent of
commonsense knowledge in the whole advertisement description.
We use _𝑐𝑎 to denote the parameter of such a commonsense adapter.
Given an advertisement document 𝑎𝑑𝑖 =< 𝑞𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑑𝑖 >, the likelihood
to generate an advertisement description 𝑑𝑖 can be formulated as
𝑃 (𝑑𝑖 |𝑎𝑑𝑖 , _𝑐𝑎, \𝑤). In real-life applications, setting the control pa-
rameter _𝑐𝑎 into different levels (like 1 for 20%, 2 for 40%, ...) is
good enough without requiring the control parameter _𝑐𝑎 as a real
number. Thus, to facilitate the optimization of the auto-regressive
encoder-decoder 𝑃 (·), we set the _𝑐𝑎 as an integer with limited
range that _𝑐𝑎 ∈ N and 1 ≤ _𝑐𝑎 ≤ Λ. Then the objective function of
Eqn. 5 to optimize the auto-regressive encoder-decoder framework
with commonsense adapter can be reformulated as:

𝐿(\𝑤 ;𝐴) =
1
|𝐶 |

∑
𝑎𝑑𝑖 ∈𝐶

1
Λ

∑
_𝑐𝑎 ∈Λ

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑃𝑤 (𝑑𝑖 |𝑎𝑑𝑖 , _𝑐𝑎, \𝑤) (7)

During the training processing, we assume that 𝑃𝑤 (𝑑𝑖 |𝑎𝑑𝑖 , _𝑐𝑎, \𝑤) =
0 if _𝑐𝑎 ≠ ⌊_(𝑑𝑖 )⌋. Note that the commonsense adapter and knowledge-
guided generation are simultaneously trained.

5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct comprehensive experiments to evaluate
the effectiveness of our model.

5.1 Experiment settings
5.1.1 Dataset and parameter settings. How to construct the dataset
is already discussed in Section 4.1. For the evaluation purpose,
we random select a dataset with 500,000 advertisement triples as
test data, 800,000 advertisement triples as validation data. The size
of training data (number of advertisement triples) is 10,800,000.
During the experiment evaluation, if without specification, we set
commonsense adapter parameter _𝑐𝑎 = 70%. For the knowledge-
based selection, we set _𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 = 20% and _𝑢𝑝 = 90%.



Focus Points Description Example (Chinese Example)
Price Ask for the price for services or products How much are kid education courses? (儿童早教课多少钱?)
Solution Ask for the method to solve a problem How to help a child focus in the classroom? (怎样帮助儿童上课集中注意力?)
Reason Ask for the reason of a phenomenon Why a child cannot focus in the classroom? (儿童上课注意力不集中是怎么回事？)
Introduction Ask for the introduction of things Is kid education important for children? (儿童早教是否重要？)
Selection Select a list of items from a collection Which type of kid education course is better? (哪种儿童早教课比较好?)

Table 1: The defined five query intents and their examples.

5.1.2 Setup. We implement all the models in PaddlePaddle10. The
encoder and decoder have 6 blocks. The number of attention heads,
embedding dimension and inner-layer dimension are 8, 256 and
512, respectively. The vocabulary dictionary is shared across all
datasets and has size of 100k. Overall, the total number of model
parameters is 85*1e6 (to be specific, it is 84, 969, 472).

Models are optimized with the Adam algorithm [24] using the
learning rate of 1e-5, linear warmup over the first 2000 steps, and
learning rate is polynomial decay. We run experiments on two V100
GPUs with maxtoken of approximately 10k. CHASE takes 2.5 hours
to train 1 epoch. We run 30 epochs to pre-train the model by MASS,
and run 5 epochs to fine-tune the model for knowledge-guided
generation and commonsense adapter. During decoding, CHASE use
beam search with beam size of 3, and CHASE does not allow to have
repeated 3-gram.

5.1.3 Evaluation Metrics. To automatically evaluate the model per-
formance, we use Perplexity (PPL) and Pairwise-BLEU to measure
the model quality and diversity of generation results.

Perplexity [6] is an evaluation metric to measure the model ca-
pacity for language modeling which is the normalized inverse prob-
ability of the dataset. Formally, the perplexity metric (PPL) can be
expressed as:

𝑃𝑃𝐿(𝐷) = 𝑛

√
1

𝑃 (𝑑1, 𝑑2, ..., 𝑑𝑛)
(8)

where 𝑑𝑖 is the target advertisement description body.
BLEU [32] is to use n-gram word matching to measure corpus

similarity. In this paper, we use Pairwise-BLEU [38] to measure
the diversity of generation results. Given a source sentence 𝑠0, and
{𝑑1, ..., 𝑑𝐾 } are K hypotheses. To measure similarity among the
hypotheses, we compare them with each other. The more diverse
the hypothesis set is, the lower the Pairwise-BLEU is. Formally,
Pairwise-BLEU can be expressed as:

𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 − 𝐵𝐿𝐸𝑈 = 𝐵𝐿𝐸𝑈 ( [𝑑𝑖 ];𝑑 𝑗 )
𝑖 ∈ {1, ..., 𝐾}; 𝑗 ∈ {1, ..., 𝐾}; 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗

5.1.4 Baselines. We compare our model with following baselines
to verify the effectiveness of our approach

• CHASE: is the proposed model in this paper. CHASE has been
deployed online on Baidu search advertisement system (a.k.a
Phoenix Nest) to cover three advertisement domains which
are kid education, psychological counseling and beauty e-
commerce.

10https://github.com/PaddlePaddle/Paddle

Model Perplexity ↓ Pairwise-BLEU ↓

PN-CS 30.95 85.03
PN-CP 24.36 79.71
PN-CH 15.91 72.18
CHASE 8.28 47.89

Table 2: Automatic evaluation of perplexity and pairwise-
BLEU on test dataset. Bold scores are the best overall.

• PN-CS: is the online deployed model on Phoenix Nest (be-
fore deploying CHASE) for automatic advertisement descrip-
tion generation. It is an encoder-decoder framework with six
layers transformer. It is trained by high CTR advertisement
data directly with bidwords+title as input and advertisement
description as output.

• PN-CP: whose model architecture is the same with PN-CS,
but PN-CP is pre-trained by commonsense corpora with
MASS, and then is fine-tuned by advertisement data with
high CTR. The input of the model is bidwords+title, and the
output is also advertisement description.

• PN-CH: whose model architecture is the same as PN-CS.
It is pre-trained by commonsense corpora with MASS, and
is fine-tuned by marketing corpora after knowledge-based
selection (see Section 4.1.2).

• OAD: is the original advertisement description written by
advertisers.

5.2 Automatic evaluation
Table 2 shows the automatic evaluation results. As we can see from
Table 2, CHASE achieves the best performance among all baselines
in terms of perplexity and pairwise-BLEU. For perplexity, a lower
perplexity indicates the model can better predict the test sample by
the language model. The reason is that we introduce the knowledge-
guided generation method to provide more signal to control the
quality of the generated results. The pairwise-BLEU of CHASE is bet-
ter than all baselines which means the generation results of CHASE
have high diversity. The reasons are:1) we build a quasi-parallel
corpus to make CHASE generate advertisement description contain-
ing both commonsense knowledge and marketing information, and
2) we introduce a commonsense adapter mechanism to control the
percent of commonsense knowledge which can avoid one kind of
information to dominate the generated content.



Model Perplexity↓ pairwise-BLEU↓

CHASE 8.28 47.89
·w/o knowledge 9.13 50.49
·w/o focus point 9.26 59.82
·w/o comm-adapter 9.94 64.57

Table 3: Results of ablation study. Bold scores are the best.

Model Readability↑ Coherence↑ Information↑ Overall↑

OAD 1.49 1.54 1.58 1.29
PN-CS 1.66 1.63 1.52 1.36
PN-CP 1.68 1.72 1.65 1.45
PN-CH 1.71 1.76 1.75 1.49
CHASE 1.90 1.82 1.91 1.71

Table 4: Manual evaluation results among baselines. Bold
scores are the best.

Table 2 also shows that the pairwise-BLEU and perplexity of
PN-CP are much better than PN-CS, which demonstrates the effec-
tiveness of using commonsense corpora. All the automatic evalu-
ation metrics of PN-CN are much better than PN-CN and PN-CP,
which verifies that using knowledge-based selection can remove
the low quality and monotone language corpora to improve the
model performance. Note that we do not compare CHASE with OAD
since advertisers only write one description for each advertisement
which cannot be used to compute the perplexity and pairwise-BLUE.
To sum up, experimental results of automatic evaluation show the
superiority of CHASE.

5.2.1 Ablation study. To understand the impacts of each compo-
nent of CHASE, we carry out ablation study by removing corre-
sponding components as shown in Table 3. If without knowledge,
all the metrics become worse which proves that the knowledge
entities can empower the capacity of decoders. If without focus
points, all the metrics become worse, especially for the pairwise-
BLEU. This showcases that focus point can effectively guide the
model to generate diverse advertisement description. If without
the commonsense adapter, all the metrics become worse, especially
for pairwise-BLEU. This demonstrates that commonsense adapter
can affect the diversity of the description by controlling the ratio
among commonsense knowledge and marketing information.

5.3 Manual evaluation
We conduct a manual evaluation on 300 random samples from
our test dataset. Ten participants were recruited to measure the
quality of the ad description generated by each baseline from four
perspectives. Each perspective is measured by a 3-point Likert
question where 0 is bad, 1 is neutral and 2 is good.

• Readability, which measures how the generated descrip-
tion is smooth and grammatically corrects.

• Coherence, which measure whether the description is rela-
tive with title and whether the generated result is consistent
with the background knowledge.

• Information, which measures how informative the descrip-
tion is.

• Overall, measures the overall quality of the description.

As shown in Table 4, CHASE outperforms all baselines. For ex-
ample, CHASE outperforms OAD (i.e. advertiser) by +0.42 score in
overall quality, outperforms PN-CS (i.e. current online system on
Phoenix Nest) by +0.35 score in overall quality. Moreover, CHASE
also achieves higher scores than all baselines in readability and
information obviously. The improvement indicates that CHASE can
generate readable and informative advertisement descriptions for
users after bringing commonsense knowledge into the model. From
Table 4, we can find that the generated description of CHASE is
also more coherent than other baselines. The coherence score also
demonstrates that the knowledge-guided generation method and
commonsense adapter can successfully control the consistency of
generated results.

Since PN-CS is trained with the advertisement description with
high CTR, it has good quality but tends to be monotonic. Thus,
as we can see from Table 4, the readability and coherence of PN-
CS are better than OAD, but the information of PN-CS is worse
than OAD. Both PN-CP and PN-CH are better than PN-CS which
demonstrates the usefulness of constructing commonsense corpora
and the knowledge-based selection strategy.

Note that the CHASE can achieve higher score than OAD in
all manual evaluation metrics. The reason is that the advertisers
always buy many bidwords, but they do not have enough time
to write detailed and creative advertisement descriptions for each
bidword. Therefore, the advertisers usually use some common mar-
keting description to fill such content. From user perspective, such
advertisement description lacks enough information, is without
good readability and has little coherence with the bidwords.

5.4 Online A/B test
We also conduct an online A/B test in three domains to show the
superiority of CHASE. We used 5% real-world web traffics on Baidu
search engine from three domains (which are kid education, psycho-
logical counseling, and beauty e-commerce) to conduct the A/B test.
We had already got the permission from advertiser to use CHASE to
generate advertisement description for this test. This online A/B
test lasted for one week as shown in Table 6. In each day there were
about 1 millions page views (with ad shows) for the testing. We
use CTR compared with OAD to show the improvement of CHASE,
which is defined as Δ𝐶𝑇𝑅 =

𝐶𝑇𝑅 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙

𝐶𝑇𝑅 𝑜𝑓 𝑂𝐴𝐷
. Except the displayed

description, we keep other settings the same.
As we can see from Table 6, it is obvious that the CHASE sig-

nificantly outperforms the baseline PN-CS. The overall Δ𝐶𝑇𝑅 of
CHASE/OAD is higher than the one of PN-CS/OAD by 11.13%. The
result clearly shows that the commonsense-enriched advertise-
ments generated by CHASE are more persuasive and more likely to
attract users to click on the advertisement. This CTR improvement
of CHASE can increase the revenue of Phoenix Nest about 1 million
RMB (Chinese dollars) per day.



Bidword: better, kid education, which Title: Which better for kid education? normal teaching institute, powerful teaching resources!
- Original For Better kid education? focus on kid education, professional en-

lightenment course for your children, lower cost, sign up now for
free nice gift!

- Online model (PN-CS) Better kid education？professional kid education, professional
teaching team, let kids fall in love with learning.

Knowledge: kid education#enlightenment
Focus Point: selection CHASE (_𝑐𝑎 = 40%) Looking for better kid education？enlightenment education is so es-

sential for kids, necessary to choose carefully, professional teaching
team, promote completely!

CHASE (_𝑐𝑎 = 70%) Looking for better kid education？child’s early stage before 6-year-
old, called golden time, providing strong bases for further devel-
opment and lifelong learning, deserving serious consideration and
selection, high quality and professional teaching for curiosity arous-
ing!

Table 5: Case Study.

Model Comparison 2021/1/18 2021/1/19 2021/1/20 2021/1/21 2021/1/22 2021/1/23 2021/1/24 Overall Average

PN-CS/OAD +Δ 7.83% +Δ 8.05% +Δ 7.60% +Δ 7.84% +Δ 7.78% +Δ 7.85% +Δ 8.16% +Δ 7.87%
CHASE/OAD +Δ 18.82% +Δ 18.94% +Δ 19.01% +Δ 19.06% +Δ 19.05% +Δ 19.03% +Δ 19.08% +Δ 19.00%

Table 6: Online A/B Testing of ΔCTR in a week. There are about 1 millions page views (with ad shows) per day for the testing.

Model Comparison kid psyc beauty

PN-CS/OAD +Δ 7.32% +Δ 7.05% +Δ 8.93%
CHASE/OAD +Δ 19.92% +Δ 21.65% +Δ 17.13%

Table 7: CTR improvements under different domains. Kid
represents kid education, psyc represents psychological
counseling and beauty represents beauty e-commerce. Dur-
ing the testing, in each day there are about 0.68millions, 0.13
millions and 0.27 millions page views (with ad shows) for
kid, psyc and beauty respectively.

We also analyze the CTR improvements under different domains
in Table 7. An interesting result is that the CTR improvement of
CHASE in kid education domain and psychological counseling do-
main is larger than beauty e-commerce domain. The reason is that
the commonsense knowledge requirement of kid education and
psychological counseling is larger than beauty e-commerce. Besides,
the advertisement description of beauty products is always more
plentiful and fascinating compared with the other two domains. But
the commonsense-enriched advertisement on beauty e-commerce
can still significantly improve the CTR.

5.5 Case study
In this section, we perform a case study to observe how CHASE
generated advertisement description. We present a real case se-
lected from our system logs in Table 5. We show the bidword and
title in the first row of Table 5. The knowledge and focus point
are extracted from the original advertisement description written
by advertisers. The right column of second row contains different
advertisement descriptions generated by different methods. As we
can see from Table 5, the original description written by advertisers

only contain marketing information. Trained by the high CTR ad-
vertisement data, the online model PN-CS have learned to re-write
the advertisement description by slightly reducing the marketing
voice and add some friendly language like “let kids all in love with
learning”. CHASE presents much different advertisement description.
It first presents the commonsense knowledge about kid education,
and then smoothly delivers some marketing information which is
more delightful for users than the description of PN-CS. Besides,
when _𝑐𝑎 = 70%, CHASE generates the advertisement description
with more background information than _𝑐𝑎 = 40%, thus, the com-
monsense adapter parameter _𝑐𝑎 can control the percent of the
commonsense knowledge content.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we present CHASE— a real-world system deployed at
Baidu Search Engine for automatic generation of persuasive ads
with explicit knowledge. Given the marketing materials provided by
the advertisers, CHASE generates advertisement description and en-
rich the texts using relevant commonsense knowledge. Specifically,
CHASE adopts a novel language model that fuses language resources
from marketing materials, and other commonsense knowledge con-
tents for text generation, control and adaptation. The effectiveness
of CHASE has been verified using real-world web traffics for search
under A/B tests and third-party manual evaluation. In A/B tests,
the advertisements generated by CHASE would bring 11.13% CTR
improvement. The system and models have been deployed to cover
three advertisement domains on Baidu, the world’s largest Chinese
search engine, with a revenue growth about 1 million RMB (Chi-
nese Yuan) per day. In future, we are planning to extend CHASE
to support the advertisement in other domains which have high
requirement for commonsense knowledge, such as automobile, real
estate and adult education.
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